University of Wisconsin - Whitewater
Transfer Planning Guide – GENERAL EDUCATION
Use in tandem with UWW general transfer guide

Reminder: Associate of Arts and Associate of Science degrees satisfy the university wide, general education requirements (proficiency, breadth and core) but some programs have additional requirements, notably, College of Letters and Sciences and College of Arts and Communication. Also note that the associate degree does not automatically satisfy PI 34 (WI Law) requirements for College of Education and does not wave UW-Whitewater diversity course requirement.

Advising Updates

A. General Education Requirements: 44 credits:

1. Communication skills (9 cr)
   a. ENG 121
   b. ENG 122
   c. CMM 121

2. Calculation Skills
   a. MTH 122 or higher course number (123 is NOT eligible)

3. Quantitative and Technical Reasoning (10-14 cr)
   a. 4 credits of lab science (IAI core recommended, although not in Illinois)
   b. 3 additional hours from the following science, math or computer science (no duplication permitted): BIO 120, 123, 161, 162, 221, 222; CHM 120, 121, 123; CIT 120; ESC 121, 122; MCS 142; MTH 127, 144, 145, 222, 224; PHY 120, 121, 122

3. Cultural heritages (6 credits, waived for AA or AS)
   1. Gened 110 – at UWW*
   2. Gened 390 – at UWW*

4. Communities (6 credits, waived for AS, AA or Associate of Arts and Science)
   1. Gened 120, Gened130 or Gened140 – at UWW*
   2. HST 222

5. Personal Health and Fitness (2 credits)
   1. PED 141

6. All students must complete the Diversity Requirement (3 credits).
   CLC courses meeting the Diversity Requirement: ENG 263, 264; HST 240, 241; SOC 222; CMM 127

7. Electives (to bring total to 44)
   Additional electives from following list; no more than 1 course from any one discipline may be counted in this area. ANT121, 221; ARA (any); ART 121, 122, 124, 221, 226, 240, 241, 242, 243, 260; BIO 120, 123, 161, 162, 221, 222; CHM 120, 121, 123; CIT 120; CRJ 123; DNC 121; ECO 221, 222; ENG 128, 129, 222, 263, 264; FRN (any); ESC 120, 121, 140; GER (any); HST 121, 122, 221, 222; HUM 123; MCS 142; MTH 121, 127, 144, 145, 222, 224; MUS 124, 140; PED 121, 122, 123, 127; PHI 121, 122, 125; PHY 120, 121, 122; PSC 121; PSY 121; SOC 121, 222, 224; SPA (any); CMM 127

*courses necessary at UWW based on credit hours at transfer:
20 credits or less – all; 21 - 39 – Gened-390 and one additional; 40 or more – only Gened-390, AA or AS degree=none

The College of Lake County Counseling Center produces this guide as an accommodation for students. Every effort is made to maintain accurate information; however, this information is subject to frequent change. Students should contact the four-year school to keep informed of changes, as final responsibility for verifying information rests with the student.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN WHITewater CONTACT
Grayslake Counseling Center/C-110, 543-2060
Transfer Guides can be viewed online at http://www.clcillinois.edu/info/transfer